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Sweaty Bands
$15 - $18

A long time headwear 
favorite by many athletes! 
Available in tons of colors 

and designs. Gore Running Wear Air 
2.0 SO Lady Jacket

$160
This lightweight jersey has a 
contemporary feminine cut, 

offering you resistance to the 
winds and extra pockets for 

storing keys or gels!

Sugoi Carbon 
Long Sleeve

$50
Multi-purpose long sleeve 

tee is a cozy, technical 
layer for year-round fitness. 

Features Contoured 
sleeves with thumb 

holes and flat seams for 
increased comfort 



Gore Running Wear
Mythos SO Jacket

$200
Offers total windproofness with 

maximum breathability, combining 
the comfort of a soft mid-layer 

and the water resistance of a shell 
in one garment.

Sugoi MidZero 
Wind Boxer

$40
Full protection 
underlayer that 

allows for maximum 
performance and 

comfort.

Brooks Silver Bullet 
Jacket II
$170

Lined with an aluminum 
membrane, this jacket contains 
the heat you create to keep it 70 

degrees and sunny, all winter long.



Buff 
Headwear

$30
Great for runners, walkers, or anyone 

outside in the cold! This versatile piece 
can be used as a neck gaiter, hat, 

headband, and more!

Gift Cards
Can’t decide what to 
get? Gift Cards are 
available in-store or 

on our website!

Merino Wool Socks
$15 - $22

A great selection available from 
Feetures & Balega!

Buy 3, Get 1 Free on Feetures the entire 
month of December!

Give the gift of light!
Compact, light, and 
comfortable, these 
lights will help your 

runner see and be seen!

Petzl Head Lamp $20-$30
KnuckleLights $40



Buff 
Headwear

$30

The Garmin 220
Starting at $250

The Garmin 620
Starting at $400

The perfect Garmin for 
those who just want 
to track their time, 

distance, pace, and 
calories burned.

The newest Garmin 
provides a plethora of 

valuable data and tracking 
tools for the life long 

runner in an easy to use 
package...complete with a 

touch screen display!

Polar Heartrate 
Monitor FT4F

$100
Keep your fitness 
training simple. It 

shows when you are 
improving fitness 

based on your heart 
rate, and displays 
calories burned.



Your favorite running 
sock is now your favorite 

stocking stuffer!

Feetures! Socks
 Starting at $11

Whether they’re looking to massage 
lats, quads, lower back, or any other 

large muscle group, The Grid is certain 
to suit your runner’s needs. Check out 
the TP Massage Ball, Footballer, and 

Quadballer, too!

Trigger Point Grid Foam Roller 
$40

The combination 
of compression + 

ice therapy delivers 
faster recovery 

between training 
sessions, improving 
performance, so the 
athlete in your life is 
sure to thank you!

110% Compression + Ice
  $55 - $75

Runner’s Ornaments  $8
Gifts for all of your running buddies, and 
maybe one for you too! Lots of designs 

to choose from!

...And much, much, more! 
Holiday Wishes from  

Fleet Feet Sports Pittsburgh!


